CIBSE Membership Fact Sheet

Member (MCIBSE) via CIBSE/ASHRAE Agreement – M25 –

The scope of building services engineering applications is recognised to be heating, lighting, refrigeration, acoustics, air-conditioning, ventilation, water, plumbing, power systems, vertical transport, control systems, fire and security, alarm systems, facade engineering, public health, integrated systems and intelligent buildings, including environmental and sustainability aspects. It may include roles in facilities management, project management, construction management, research, development and education.

To become a Member of CIBSE via the CIBSE/ASHRAE Agreement you need

- to be a Member of ASHRAE
- to be a registered member of a Professional Engineering body that is recognised by CIBSE and which is equivalent to Chartered Engineer status, e.g. a State Board of Registration, Hong Kong Institution of Engineers, Engineers Australia, etc
- submit an application, include a curriculum vitae, proof of your professional registration ie certificate along with your ASHRAE certificate. We will require certificates to be translated if not in English.

Application Guidance

Complete the special CIBSE/ASHRAE application form and submit with the current year’s membership subscription – see membership fact sheet I20.

How to register as a Chartered Engineer

CIBSE is a licensed body of the Engineering Council and may nominate suitably qualified and competent engineers to the UK Chartered Engineer register. ASHRAE members seeking CEng registration should apply for Member via the normal route. The CIBSE/ASHRAE Mutual Recognition Agreement does not extend to registration with EC. However, you can apply to join CIBSE and we can help you obtain registration. See factsheet M20. For details and application form for the ASHRAE route to Member Visit www.cibse.org

CIBSE members seeking ASHRAE membership should go to: www.ASHRAE.org